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Inter-company dependencies determine the nature of their ability
to collaborate, as well as the coordination instruments that may be
applicable. This article examines a scenario under which two inde-
pendent companies with pre-existing sales interdependencies may
elect to form a value network. Revenue-based and quantity-based
compensatory payments are analyzed and compared in terms of the
extent to which they result in efficient investment and production
decisions. We thereby identify conditions under which the selected
compensatory payments can increase the expected profits of both
companies.
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1 - Insight from visualisation and the travelling tourna-

ment problem

Mark Johnston, School of Mathematics, Statistics and
Operations Research, Victoria University of
Wellington, PO Box 600, 6140, Wellington, New
Zealand, mark.johnston@msor.vuw.ac.nz

The Travelling Tournament Problem (TTP) involves constructing
a double round robin sports tournament to minimize the total dis-
tance travelled by teams, with side constraints. Although the TTP is
extremely difficult to solve, metaheuristics expect to find good solu-
tions in reasonable computation time, by balancing between brute-
force neighbourhood search and insightful rules-of-thumb. We pro-
pose novel local search neighbourhoods, and show that visualisa-
tion of neighbourhoods and solutions leads to interesting insights
into the geometric structure of good solutions.

2 - On demand conference planning

Eric Bourreau, COCONUT, LIRMM, 161 Rue Ada,
34000, Montpellier, France, eric.bourreau@lirmm.fr

ECAP (European conference on Computing And Philosophy) plan-
ning is a hard problem due to 2 major specificities: 1/It is not easy
to restrict new philosophic theory with only few available keywords
and allocate each talk in predefined session streams. 2/During the
month before the conference, accepted papers are available on a
wiki debate platform and open to discussion. As usual in confer-
ence, parallel sessions bring conflicting presentations, but due to de-
bates, we are able to estimate interests for the expected participants.
We propose to deliver an "On Demand Conference Planning’!
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1 - Toward a satisfaction barometer of mobile tele-

phony in greece.

Dimitrios Drosos, Department of Business
Administration, Graduate Technological Education
Institute of Pireaus, 250, Thivon ave., 12244, Aigaleo,
Greece, drososd@in.teipir.gr, Yannis Siskos, Nikos
Tsotsolas, Antonis Zervos

A satisfaction barometer is a significant tool for an organisation be-
cause of emphasise on meeting the expectations and needs of cus-
tomers.This paper presents an original study that measures the cus-
tomer satisfaction of mobile telephony services in Greece. For the
analysis of the survey results the multicriteria methodology MUSA
(Multicriteria Satisfaction Analysis) was applied. The most impor-
tant results are focused on the determination of the weak and the
strong points of the mobile telephony companies and the analysis
of customers’ behavior.

2 - Measuring the robustness of multicriteria decision

models in uta-type disaggregation procedures.

Yannis Siskos, Department of Informatics, University
of Piraeus, Karaoli Dimitriou 80, 18534, Piraeus,
Greece, ysiskos@unipi.gr

A major problem that any disaggregation procedure in MCDA
has to face is the robustness of preference models inferred mainly
through linear programming mechanisms. This paper measures the
robustness of additive value models inferred from UTA-type proce-
dures by means of LP’s post optimality analysis in which the main
proposed measure is the average stability index (ASI). The paper
is illustrated by numerical examples where several proposed rules
increase the model robustness.
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1 - Multicriteria ordered clustering

Yves De Smet, SMG - CODE, Université Libre de
Bruxelles, Boulevard du Triomphe CP 210-01, 1050,
Bruxelles, Belgium, yves.de.smet@ulb.ac.be, Philippe
Nemery, Ramkumar Selvaraj

We propose a new approach for the detection of ordered clusters in
multicriteria decision aid problems. This is referred to as the mul-
ticriteria ordered clustering problem. At first, preference degrees
between pairs of alternatives are computed. Based on the definition
of two indicators characterizing the quality of partitions, an opti-
mization problem is formalized and an exact algorithm is proposed.
Our approach is tested on artificial data sets and illustrated on a
pedagogical example.

2 - Relational multicriteria clustering: the case of val-

ued outranking matrices

Stefan Eppe, Engineering Faculty, CoDE-SMG„
Université Libre de Bruxelles, Boulevard du Triomphe
CP 210-01, 1050, Brussels, Belgium,
stefan.eppe@ulb.ac.be, Julien Roland, Yves De Smet
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